
Marisa Yow - Supply List - Oil Painting  2 pgs 
 

 
First and Foremost the Brand does matter, don’t get store brand paint. There are 
different grades of paint Student Grade is what you want. Here are some brands that 
are good: Gamblin, Winsor Newton ( Winton) others are a bit more expensive.  
 
*No Water Soluble Oil Paints of Mediums  
 
I will go over all supplies in class so don’t worry, PV ART’s in right across the street if you 
need something.  
 
 
Titanium White – larger sized tube 
 
1.25 sized tubes for other colors are fine.  
 
Yellow Ochre                                          Alizarin Crimson  
Burnt Sienna    Raw Umber 
Cerulean Blue                 Viridian Green  
Cadmium Yellow Medium                    Burnt Umber  
Cadmium Red Light                               Paynes Grey 
Cadmium Red Deep                           Colbalt Blue               
Ultramarine Blue               Lemon Yellow 
Raw Sienna                                              Ivory Black  
 
Optional colors are always encouraged, but not required.   
 
Palette 
You will need one of the following, the choice of which is yours.  
Masterson Sta-Wet Palette Seal Box with disposable pallet paper or  
if your choose a Glass Pallet. If Glass get it cut 12 x 16  it will fit into the Mateson Sta-
wet box and it will be very helpful for transportation. If glass you may need to purchase 
a razor to scrape your pallet, I will demonstrate.  
 
Mediums 
Small bottle of refined linseed oil 
Small bottle of Odorless Turpentine ( not the Turpenoid Natural !!!!)  
3 glass jars with screw on lids …. ( baby food jars, small pickle jars, jam jars, …)  
 
Brushes  
Minimal of 6  
Flats, Filberts, Brights & Rounds in a variety of sizes from #3 to #12 for oil pick out a few 
sizes you like the feel of 



*Soft nylon brushes for acrylic are not required but you may like to pick one up to try 
out to see how it works   
 
Palette Knife  
A small metal triangle one, the plastic ones break to easy.  
 
Canvas 
pack canvas papers for studies and color studies are good they might say acrylic paper it 
comes in a pack  
Streched 12 x 16in will be our first project you may wait to purchase the other sizes 
after we speak 
Canvas Board you can practice on, but it will not hole p over time and I personally don’t 
like it.  
 
Other Materials  
Pencil and eraser  
Rags or paper towel for clean up 
Disposable gloves latex  
 

 
 


